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2A Preserv ation of digital print masters

Tomislau luaniko

Introduction

In confemporary library and archival practice, legal deposit provides a basis
for providing public access to the national collection and plays an impor-
iant role in preserving national publishing production, as well as preserv-
ing cultural heritage and national identity as a whole. In this context, rhe
coverage of a legal deposit is sought to be ensured by law or by agreemenr
between libraries and publishers, in such a way that all material is regularly
received, regardless of subject, form, or producer. The obligation ro pro-
vide a legal deposit is also based on international documents. The UNESCO
euidelines for legal deposit legislation define legal deposir as "a sraturory
obligation which requires that any organization, commercial or public, and
any individual producing any type of documentation in multiple copies, be
obliged to deposit one or more copies with a recognized national institution"
,Larividre,2000, p. 3). Legal deposit o{ten exists in legislation; however, it
can be a voluntary regime (International Federation of Library Associations
and Institutions, 2011). According to the provisions of the Croatian Llbrary
Law (Zakon o knjiinicama i knjiZniinoj djelatnosti,2019), entities bound
by the legal deposit legislation are publishers and manufacturers of audio-
visual and electronic publications, i.e. legal entities and natural persons pub,
lishing or manufacturing materials for the public, whether these materials
are intended for sale or free distribution. These include printed publications
,books, brochures, study prints, separares, journals, newspapers, magazines.
bulletins, geographical and other maps, reproductions of pictorial works of
art, music, catalogues, calendars, theatre, and other programmes and their
supplements in printed, audio-visual, and electronic form, posters, leaflets,
short advertisements and notifications, postcards, official and commercial
fbrms), audio-visual materials (phonograph records, audio and video rapes,
cassette tapes, recorded microfilms, and compact discs), electronic materials
icompact discs, D\rDs, rnagnetic tapes, floppy disks), and online materials
ibooks, periodicals, annual reports, websites of institutions, events, research
projects). At the expense of the depositor, nine legal deposit copies have ro
be submitted to the National and University Library,while the information
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on online publications has to be submitted using the "Online Publication
Registration Form" (National and University Library, 2012).

One special case of legal deposit is to collect, process' store, and make

available digitized pages of daily newspapers. Currently, within Croatian
practice. these newspapers are scanned from print copies, and the scanning

and encoding processes used in the digitisation of newspapers vary, as do

the repository structures and storage media in which they are held. Since

most newspaper producers shifted their operations to digital production'
there is an increasing practice that these born-digital print masters are being

acquired by libraries and archives. Data on the repositories of such digital
print masters, as well as information on their infrastructure' quality and

quantity of metadata, format, and preservation method, are currently not
available. Gaining insight into print masters' repositories and the related
preservation policies (provided that there are any) would be the basis for
developing an operational digitai print masters submission system' as well as

partnership necessary for the management of this type of digital content, and

the development and implementation of the national policy and standards
aimed at its archiving and preservation.

Methodology

The lTrust study Long-term Preseruation of Digital Print Masters of Natioru'
Publishers (Ivanjko, 201 B ) presented in this chapter looked into various pos-

sibilities for making the deposit of digital print masters a part of the standarc

legal deposit system or a system whereby national publishers would delive:

their digital print masters on an entirely voluntary basis. it also addressec

the issue of ensuring permanent access to all forms of the national digite
publishing output.

During its first stage, the research focused on the analysis o{ existing depo.-:

practices in EU countries, whether those that are part of national legal depor:
systems or those operating on a voluntary basis, along with the examinatic':
of the related legal issues regarding the legal deposit in the 39 European cou:--

tries (EU28+). A questionnaire was created and sent to contacts found on r.
websites of respective national libraries - 46 contacts for 39 countries rta:.
selected for the survey. Along with the survey results, The Digital Informari'i -
Documentation Office of the Government of the Republic of Croatia (nc'
Central State Office for Development of Digital Society) gathered all availab,:

relevant documents regarding the legal deposit in the 39 European couna:
(EU2B+). By using the survey questiounaire, relevant documents were aC:-
tionally identified and analyzed, and relevant data was extracted.

Comparative analysis of the legal deposit practices

In this section, the survey data is quantified and compared to provide ac:-
tional insight into the legal deposit practices where possible, Since sc:*
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information was missing, the data is presented only for the countries where
the information was available.

one of the first questions explored the deposit institution of each co'n-
trB i'e. where the copies of legal deposit should be delivered.It was shown
that most of the countries have multiple legal deposit institutions alongside
the national library (Figure 20.1). According to the available data, it is evi-
dent that in addition to the national library, there arc also local libraries to
which compulsory copies are submitted. For example, in Austria, in addi-
tion to the national llbrary,the deposit institutions are rhe university library,
the study librarS the provincial libraries, and the parliamentary and federai
libraries, while the czech Republic legally prescribes the national librayy,
the Moravian Library, and other regional libraries as deposit institutions.
An interesting example is Greece, where the deposit institution is the Hel-
lenic chamber of Technology, from which copies are rhen distributed to the
national library, Padiamentary library, and regional libraries. The required
copies in Russia are submitted to the Federal press and communications
AgencS the Governmenr News office, and regional and municipalllbraies.
It-is also interesting ro note that Russia and Belgium are rhe oJIy countries
where the National Library is not a depositor;r

The study explored whether the legal deposit is regulated wirhin the legal
system of the country or by some documents of less importance (ordi-
nance' guidelines, recommendations, etc.)- It was shown that legal deposit
in most of the countries is regulated by some kind of law, mostly connected
to libraries, in general as a part of rhe llbrary institutionsi le.qislature
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Figwre 20.1 Deposit institution
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(Figure 2a.2).Some countries, such as Poland, have two laws that regulate

i"gll d.posit practices, while Slovenia has two separate ordinances that do

tti sarne. In Switzerland, there is no statutory requirement for delivering

a legal deposit copy; however, to make sure the required copies arfiYe) the

natilnal i"posit irrsiitotiott has signed a contract with two large national

publishers.
Since different numbers of copies are in some cases prescribed for differ-

ent materials and formats, the analysis included the minimum and maxi-

mum number of legal deposit copies. The analysis of relevant documents

showed that there are significant differences between the countries, both in

terms of minimum and itaximum number of copies, ranging from 1-10 for

the minimum number, and"J,-1"6 for the maximum (Figure 20.3). The coun-

try with the highest number of legal deposit copies is Russia with 16 copies,

*'hil. otrly the Netherlands requires one mandatory copy (both as minimum

and maximum).
The prescribed deadlines for delivering legal deposit copies_to the deposit

institution wefe also explored. It was shown that the deadlines vary sig-

nificantlS from four -".kt before the publication is even made available

to rhe puLhc up ro a year after publication (Figure 20.4). According to the

data in Austrii Croaiia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania_, Albania-

and Russia, the minimum and maxirnum delivery deadlines-are the same -
four weeks after the publication is published. In the cases of France, Lithu-

ania, an.d serbia, the^deadline is one week. Interesting cases_afe_Bosnia and

Herzegovina, and North Macedonia, where the statutory deadline for the

submiision of legal deposit copies is one week before the publication is even
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Figure 20.4 Deadline for delivering legal deposit copies

published; and Greece, where the deadline is set to four weeks before pub-

lithing, which is particularly interesting because the publication should be

submitted before it is even available to the public. The largest gap berween
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the delivery ranges between one week and one year from the date that the

publication was published.
Since the legal deposit is an obligation for publishers in most European

countries, the study explored the prescribed financial sanctions for not
delivering the copies of legal deposit within the defined deadiines. As can

be seen from the data, most countries do not have any such sanctions,

and those that do (Figure 20.5) vary significantly, with the range mostly

berween €1,000 and €5,000 for legal entities. The differences in the mini-

mum prescribed fines are between €60 in Romania and €1,000 in Spain and

Montenegro. The range between the maximum fine is between €1,000 in

North Macedonia and €30,000 in Spain, which is the highest statutofy pen-

alty for failing to provide the legal deposit copy. North Macedonia' Bosnia

and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, and Romania have a maximum fine of between

€1,000 and €1,500 while Austria has a prescribed fine of €2,180' Mon-

tenegro) Serbia, Croatia, and Belgium have maximum {ines ranging from
€4,000-6,000. Although a number of countries have prescribed sanctions.

according to the available survey data, no fines have ever been collected from
the publishers.

Finalln the survey analyzed which types of materials are included in the

legal deposit system. As expected, all the countries include printed matefi-

ali, most of them also include audio-visual and electfonic materials, while

several also include some kind of web archive of their fespective domains

(Figure 20.6).
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Figure 20.-l Financial sanctions for not meeting lega1 deposit deadlines
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Archiving born-digital print masrers: selected examples of the
European legal deposit practice

The final question of the survey was also used to sample the countries that
have already implemented solutions for archiving the legal deposit of the
born-digital print masters. In order ro examine good piactices, technical
solutions, and workflows associated with the legal deposit system of the
national publishing output, three case studies of the developed and opera-
tional digital print masters' submission systems were analyzed in detail and
are presented next.

Gennany

The German National Library has been authorized to collect the leeal
deposit since 2006 under the provisions of the Law regarding the Germlin
National Llbrary (DNBG, 20aQ and the ordinance on the compulsory
Delivery of Media wbrks to the German Nationar Library. lrnevf zoosl,
under which all publishers, commercial and non,comme ricial, arc obligel
to submit two copies of their material or one copy online, regardless of
the medium in which they were published. Additionally, each federal state
(Bundesland) requires one or rwo copies to be sent to their respective legal
deposit institution (usually state university libraries). All the physical and
non-physical media publications fall within rhe mandate of the collection.
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including all text-based, graphical, and audio presentations. Legal deposit

should be given to the German National Library within one week from the

date on which distribution began or the media work was made accessible

to the public. However, the legal deposit regulations also state that the pub-

lisher "is not obliged to supply newspapers which, in accordance with the

Library's regulations, have been submitted in an appropriate intangible form
suitable for archiving and use" (PflAV,2008)-'With the support of the 2006

legislation, the German National Library started in 2010, with the already

esiablished collection of online publications, a project of collecdng e-paper

editions of daily newspapers (PflAY 2008).
In Germany, there are circa 1,500 daily newspapers, L,200 of which are

available in an electronic version. On a daily basis,930 titles are included in

the process of digital archiving, including 1B sunday editions, which covers

abo,ut B7o/o of total daily editions. The process of digital archiving for the

German National Llbrary is done by a service provider in cooperation with
the library, and the library was also involved in the development of the auto-

mated ingest and storage process for the daily newspapers. The workflon-
uses PDF format since it is suitable for the delivery of large amounts of data.

Three different interfaces afe set up for the submission of online publica-

tions, depending of the quantiry of data to be submitted: one for the submis-

sion of smaller quantities via a web form, and two machine-based interfaces

for a larger number of (digital) objects. The service provider, an aggregatol

acting in the name of the library, accesses the restricted sections of ne*'s-

papefs' websites, using the login and password provided by the publishers.

"nd 
h.tu"rts it. Due to its technical characteristics, the software needs tc

be configured for every single website separately. By logging into the sub-

scribers' content, Software seiects the PDF download of a newspaper's issue-

processes it, validates the title, date, number of pages, etc., and generate'

ihe metadata needed for ingest via the Open Archives Initiative Protocc.

for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH, http://www.openarchives.orgipmh
interface. Despite the automated process of ingest and storage) a part c1

the workflow will always be done by the library staff, e.g. contacting th:
publishers, requesting logging details, checking, defining criteria for qualir.
checks for each title, creating bibliographic descriptions' etc- Each e-pap::

title is available within seven days from the day of harvesting on the libran'.
premises. That way, by the end of 201'4, BToh of total daily newspaper ec--

tions were covered.

Nonuay

Norway received a statutory requirement for a legal deposit copy of onli:.
publications much earlier than Germany,it1"989,according to which "elr:-
tronic documents available through online transmission on telecommuni.,-
tions, television and data networks or the like shall be deposited in two cop:."

at the specific request on the depository in each individual case" (WlP'

I



preseruatian of digital print masters Z0g
2-010' p. 3). The law applies from the momenr the material is publicly avair-
able, which,is why the Norwegian National Libr;; l;;;;;;;;;. the rightto request the submission_of a mandatory .opy ol the digital (file) stencils
used to produce the printed version of a puiliciti"r,. io or,r"'ito .oil"., digitalprint masters' the library had to enter int<l conrracts with newspaper publish-
ers to regulate the deliveV o!$e mandarory copy, as well as io|"rntion o'the digrtisation of previous editions based on.ort rhurirrg 

"nd 
mrioal benefit

models (Solbakk, 2014).
The National Library of Norway aimed at establishing a sysrem for ingest

of digital legal deposit of daily newspapers, but out "i zso tiiies, only :spublishers were included in the first phase of the project . ny ,i. y"^, zot+,ihe digital deposit was imprem"nt i fo, 15 weeiry'and d'alry titles, while
rhere are-still negotiations with publishers of another B0 ,rrr*r. rr* NationalLibrarv has defined standards for the digirar deposit 

"f ";;rp;pers 
(file

aame-, file format, image resolutions, dehvlry rnethod), b*.n,rs"'of publish-:rs'different digital production systems. Ari the files'for n.o-nr"t* irro"
must be in the PDF/A format, while images shourd 

"t l""rt t rr.J.*" ,n-.quality as files used for_the paper versioi. ru" process of collecting daily
=ditions srarrs with the. do*nJoad from the publisher,s FTp ,"*"irolo*"a:5 PDF/A f?r-"_r_gl,rliry check, extraction lf the text ?rorrril"l"g"r, 

"rra-orma*ing into XML/ALIO format. Fires representing an iss.re aL being
archived into the Mavis database, which the ribrary,iu", fot ,tor"g* of ";a1i9tr of digital objects- Files intended for access are processed according
:o Metadara. Encoding and Transmission Standard lurrs rtrrp.T***.ro..
.cvlstandards/mets/) and creared in XML format in order to be searchableiad available through the library's digiral service.

France

--he National I'ibrary of France (Bibliothdque Nationale tre France; BnF)
' the main deposit institution in France. Legal deposit in France applies::,printed material, prinrs, maps) plans, sheetLusii photogr"fnr, po*".r,.:und recordings, video- r".oidir1gr, multimedia d;;*;;;;"moitim"aia,
i:ifware, databases, ancl the irrt.t*n.t. The number of copies rrrri", rro-
;. single cop1i, which applies.to, for_example, books, j,r.rrnals, 

^^g rrn"r,
':eet music, maps, atlases, photo albums,'postcards, illorrr"r"d .nl"rrd"rr.
*n:_::T,to two.copies, *hi.h applies ,", tot "";ti;,;;;;;;;;-rG;,'l-,s) vrcreo recordrngs, DVDs, multimedia documents, ,rideogames, daia_
::ses, software, electronic periodicals, and books with audi<l"CDs. These--':mbers refer ro the numbei of copies ih"t rr. to be deposir"J i"irr" rlnF by
:l?l:1:r:: a:,*"lj?*it also apfies to e-books, which ur" notorn"ti."tty
. -ilected by the BnF, as is the case with the legal deposit of tbe inrerner.
-'an online e-book co-exists with a version in paper^or electronic format
--_1 

CDl, it is still subject to legal deposit, i.". on"iyp. of cleposit does not-:flace tne Other.
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The delivery of a digital compulsory copy is governed by the 2006 Latu

on copyright and Neighbouring Rights in the Information society (DADVSI,

2005), which intentionally provides a general definition of electronic material

so that legal provisions do not apply to a particular technology that may soon

become obsolete (Stirling 6c Illien, 201.1.)' As in the early 2000s, the library
sought ro reduce the cost of digitizing print newspapers by deciding to obtain

digital print masters directly from publishers, but it could only do so by con-

tracting with them. The agreements allowed the library to accept digital files

and use them in the library's reading rooms, within a time limited period. The

2006Iaw allowed the BnF to collect a digital version instead of a printed ver-

sion if it is completely identical to the version distributed to the public.

The BnF has also attempted to find a solution for collecting online news-

papers' content available through the subscriptions. A combination of web

harvesting, which gathers all the publicly available websites of the newspa-

pers that do not require consent from the publisher, and harvesting from
ihe publishers, whereby the publishers provide the digital versions of the

newspapers that are then imported and harvested by BnF - which requires
prior consent and contracts with the publishers - has turned out to be the

bptimal solution and was implemented in 2012 within the "subscription-

based project." By the end of 201,3,15 daily newspaper titles were collected

on a regular basis, 13 of which represented regional editions (which, in fact.

comprise 1L2 local editions) and two major dally national newspapers.

Relying on harvesting web technologies, a crawler accesses and copies the

protected content as a subscriber, using a login and password- This war'
iibrarians have an important role in quality control, for example statistical
(e.g. metrics and report of the crawls) and visual (comparison with online

equivalent) quality control. Because of frequent URL changes, and with the

rnainrenance of continuity of newspapef title in mind, a system of perma-

links was set up and each title is given an archival fesource key (ARK) iden-

tifier, which refers to all URLs on which the title has appeared through ;-

period of time. Although there are certain disadvantages with this approach

of newspaper harvesting (website technology, changes in website structure.

non-timely manner 9f publisher's permission to free access to password-

protecred content), until mid-20L4, it was used to collect more than 20 dail'
newspapefs (mainly regional titles) with almost 200 differcnt local editions-

In the near future. the possibility of ingesting newspapers in PDF lormat vi;
FTP protocol will be considered.

Conclusion

This chapter has focused on the analysis of existing legal deposit practict'
in EU countries, whether those that are part of national legal deposit sr''-

tems or those operating on a voluntary basis, along with the examinatio.

of the related issues of archiving the legal deposit via born-digital prir-:

masters in the 39 European countries (EU2B+). It was shown that mos:
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of the counrries have multiple legal deposit institutions alongside their
respective national libraries, have the legal deposit regulated viaiome kind
of laq mostly connecred to libraries in generar u, u pnn of the library rnsti-
tutions' legislature. The analysis of relevant documents showed thai there
are significant differences berween the countries both in the minimum and
maximum number of copies, delivery deadlines, and prescribed financial
sanctions. As expected, all the countries include printed materials in their
legal deposit, most of them also include audio-viiual and electronrc mate-
rials, and only a few include some kind of web archive of their resDecrlve
domains.

The second part ofthe,chapter focused on rhe counrries that have aheady
implemented solutions for archiving legally dep'sited born-digital print
masters. Three case studies of the developed and operational dilital prlnt
masters' submission systems were analyzed, namely those from bermany,
Norway, and France, focusing on the legal deposit of dairy newspapers.
selected examples showed that establishing a system for ingest of^drgital
legal deposit can.solve problems of on-time delivery of digitaiprinr masrers
and reduce the time and_cost for the deposit institutions to .oil..t, process,
store' and make available di.qirized pages of daily newspapers. Despite the
automated process of ingest and storage, each system's crucial pari of the
workflow is also ensuring quality control and providing bibliographic meta-
data for storage and retrieval. Apart from technology ancl siaff, the third
important part of the systems is the publishers. The importance of ensuring
cooperation based on cost sharing and mutual benefir proved to be crucial.
These three prerequisites are found to be the cornerstone for developrng an
operational digital print masters' submission system, partnership necessary
for management of this type of digital conrenr, and developmenr'and imple-
mentation of the national policies and standards aimed at dieital .orri"rr,
archiving and preservation.
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